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In Praise of Scrub & Shadow Woods: a Vision for Future Wood Pastures
Ian D. Rotherham,
Dept. of Natural & Built Environment, Sheffield Hallam University
i.d.rotherham@shu.ac.uk

In seeking to conserve ‘ancient’ and ‘veteran’ trees we face the disappointment and inevitability of
mortality. Age can be extended by, for example pollarding or coppicing, but with just a few exceptions,
for great trees, death comes eventually. Furthermore, our wonderful ancient trees in the modern
countryside have come about by unique interactions between people and nature i.e. they are ‘ecocultural’. This in turn leads to problems of ‘cultural severance’ and the ending of the human cultural
processes which, over countless centuries, generated the now veterans and ancients. These formerly
‘working trees’ are now retired and will ultimately decay. The gist of this argument is that we need
most urgently to seek out new ways of generating future generations of veteran and ancient trees. It is
also implicit that we need to be better at recognising what we already have.
It seems to me that smaller trees, scrub habitats, and occasional patches of, for example bluebell,
outside of typical woodlands are frequently overlooked. Indeed, it was Oliver Rackham on a visit to my
home patch of Derbyshire who got me interested in veteran hawthorns, and then in species like rowan
too. Along with these, I began to notice and then seek out smallish, dwarfed and frequently distorted
and gnarled old oaks in remoter scree slopes and boulder clutters. This interested ran in parallel to
research supported by government agencies, the British Ecological Society, and the Woodland Trust,
into ‘ancient woodland indicator plants’ and which developed into an argument to provide an
evidence-base defensible at Public Enquiries to help confirm ‘ancient woodland status’ for sites.
However, from the latter work there emerged the fact that whilst we could confidently identify sites of
‘ancient’ woods, it was also clear that many of these originated as enclosed, managed ‘woods’ some
time just before, or in the centuries after Domesday (i.e. 1086 AD). We know that coppice trees occur
naturally as self-copping stools, and as for example, the product of beaver activities, and they would
be found scattered in groups throughout areas of pasture-woods. It is also believed that coppice
woods were managed by the Romano-British at least in south-eastern England. (Actual evidence for
this may be more problematic). Clearly, the once-extensive wetlands such as lowland fens and carrs
had an abundance of trees (such as willows and alders) that coppice both naturally and through active
intervention. Nevertheless, the extent of ‘woods’ actually managed as coppice in the period before
Domesday remains obscure and it is safe to assume, that they were limited.
It seems from Domesday records which can be assessed, (though the Domesday Book accounts are
neither comprehensive nor totally reliable), that they give a unique insight into the landscape of many
areas of England at about the time of the Norman Conquest. Very often they paint a picture of
extensive ‘wood pasture’ and only limited amounts of coppice woods; a situation that is reversed on a
large scale over the following few centuries. This leads us to the ‘Shadow Woods’ concept. The story of
the ‘Shadow Woods’ is in part one of a search for the bits of the Domesday wood pasture that were
not enclosed into woods, and that in some tantalising cases seem to remain intact though obviously
much-altered, to the present day. The search for these lost landscapes I think sheds light on the ideas
of Dr Frans Vera and his vision of the ancient European and British landscapes. Furthermore, these
ideas might provide some basis for natural re-wilding and some historic authenticity to ideas of
extending, for example, upland treescapes in parts of England and Wales.
The account of this journey of discovery is the story in the book, ‘Shadow Woods: a Search for Lost
Landscapes’. The intention of the book is to change the way we see today’s countryside as it examines
ecological species as individual time-travellers through the centuries and the spaces in our countryside
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–‘biodiversity time-capsules’. Now, evidenced by unnoticed, small, ancient trees, by indicator plants of
‘ancient woodland’ (but not in ‘woods’), and by soils, fungi, and more, the ‘Shadow Woods’ provide
remarkable insights into the lost landscapes of Domesday. Sites being discovered across Britain suggest
a common origin of now distinct habitats such as moors, heaths, commons, bogs, fens, parks, forests,
chases, and of course, ‘woods’. The emerging vision of these past landscapes provides a glimpse
perhaps, into the so-called ‘primeval landscape’ as envisioned by Frans Vera and now the basis for
many ‘re-wilding’ initiatives.
Excitingly too, as described in the book, there is enormous potential to search and discover your own
‘lost landscapes’ throughout much of Great Britain. Some of these areas are ‘lost woods’ or ‘ghost
woods’ which exist in place-names, field shapes, and boundaries, sometimes into the heart of urban
areas. Some are still present as indicator plants n hedgerows and roadside verges, or even in small
woodland fragments, to mark out the location of former woods or other ancient treescapes.
The ‘Shadow Woods’ are different since they still exist but are mostly overlooked or at least mistaken
in identity and nature. These shadows in the landscape are perhaps most abundant in upland-fringe
landscapes such as around the Pennines or the uplands of North Yorkshire and Northumbria for
example. However, they are also extensive along the western side of Great Britain from Devon and
Cornwall, through Wales, the Lakes and north into western Scotland. In lower-lying areas the shadows
occur in Rackham’s ‘ancient countryside’ in former heaths and commons, (which were often
historically ‘wooded commons’), and in ancient parklands, other unenclosed areas of countryside, and
in fragments of great medieval hedgerows and along older sunken green lanes and the like.
Take a closer look at areas of scrubby grassland or heath and you see the tell-tale signs of the
Domesday shadow woods still persisting. Furthermore, in some cases it seems that landscapes that
may re-emerge from the shadows as open scrub-woodlands could perhaps, if managed effectively,
generate new wood pastures for tomorrow. Some of these sites may have their ancient origins in the
medieval wooded commons and wood pastures, and as such have a suite of indicator species already
in tow. Other sites may be grasslands or heaths now experiencing a pulse of scrub and tree
regeneration perhaps linked to reductions in grazing associated with a change in farming or maybe the
impacts of myxomatosis temporarily wiping out once-abundant rabbits. If this is the case, then there is
a clear parallel with the processes experienced in the great medieval parks, forests and chases, where
we see cohorts of great trees often in groups two hundred or more years apart and linked to the
temporary release from grazing brought on by rinderpest, foot-and-mouth disease, anthrax, or even
warfare. In the modern landscape we can find evidence of an ebb and flow of scrub and tree
regeneration that follows human events, extreme weather incidents, and increases or decreases in
grazing pressures. Over the twentieth century, much of the evidence of the ancient shadows and of
the associated scrub habitats has been removed or at least eroded. However, recent research has
confirmed that a surprising amount remains, and that a landscape as rich and as ancient countryside in
both upland and lowland situations should be a very productive hunting ground for those searching for
our shadowy past.
The challenges for the future are:
1. To become aware of the smaller veterans;
2. To find and recognise the Shadow Woods;
3. To protect the remaining sites;
4. To better understand the unique management of these areas;
5. To see the opportunities for new wood pastures in newly-evolving sites;
6. To take opportunities to re-connect fragmented sites both old and new.
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Importantly, these sites are not ‘woods’ but pasture-woods and they require management that
includes at least pulses of grazing. Furthermore, in the short-term simply planting trees gives you a
‘plantation’; ‘woods’ take a little longer and pasture-woodland is both different and distinctive.
Significantly, the pasture-woods, wooded commons, and ‘Shadow Woods’ have historical veracity and
resonance that may help guide future re-wilded landscapes.
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Old Windsor Wood
Andy Alder,
Woodscapes Consultancy
andrew.alder@outlook.com

Old Windsor Wood lies on the edge of Windsor Great Park in the County of Berkshire. The area
contains original boundary banks from the Park Pale and also bear pits and wild boar enclosures. The
area is the best preserved area of the historical deer park in Windsor Great Park added to the Great
Park in the 1730's and the Manor of Wychemere added to the Great Park in 1395 by Edward III.
The presentation covers field work in search of the boundary banks and other landscape features,
veteran trees and desktop map research mapping the history of this ancient wood pasture.
************************************************************************************

Waxcaps and Allied Fungi of Wood-pasture
Paul Ardron,
paulardron@rocketmail.com

To follow
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Marginal Oak Groves: Fading Footprints of Traditional Rural Landscapes of
CE Europe
Andrzej Bobiec
University of Rzeszów, Faculty of Biology and Agriculture
a_bobiec@univ.rzeszow.pl

Historical land use has facilitated the development of trees and groves outside dense forests. This
particularly pertains to shade-intolerant species, colonizing open and semi-open habitats, thanks to
their efficient dispersal, early growth and survival strategies. The complex of oak (Quercus robur and Q.
petraea) groves and solitary trees, the ‘oakscape’, was an important trait of European rural landscapes
shaped until recently by traditional land uses, including historic silvo-pastoralism. The major study
objective was the reconstruction of the oak groves/stands establishment in the context of the
landscape history dynamics, considering past and contemporary processes and factors fostering
spontaneous oak recruitment.
The dendroecological reconstruction of the oaks’ recruitment process that led to the establishment of
twenty-seven groves/stands, representing four geographic locations (Białowieża Forest, NE Poland Carpathian foothills, SE Poland - Prykarpattya region, W Ukraine - E Transylvania, Central Romania) has
been related to the 1790–2010 landscape changes detected from the comparison of historical maps
and orto-photo maps. Wood rings and stand biometric parameters were used as proxy information for
the ecological conditions of oak growth.
Conspicuously narrow rings and long branch-less trunks of oaks in the Białowieża National Park imply
that they have been shaped by ‘high forest’ conditions, more competitive than influencing the
development of other studied woods. Most of the woods in the Polish Carpathian foothills and in
Transylvania emerged during a narrow and intensive recruitment wave, whilst Białowieża and most of
Prykarpattia (Ukraine) woods developed following a slow-paced recruitment, in correspondence with
historic landscape changes. The only woods with oaks in continuity of growth were those subject to
frequent grass fires prevention (Prykarpattya) and to moderate cattle grazing (Tranyslvania), both
factors sustaining semi-open habitats conducive to oak regeneration and recruitment.
The study provides strong evidence that ‘mainstream’ Europe’s contemporary system of land
management, involving centralized establishment and execution of rules, has become a major source
of threat to the oakscape, once the most characteristic feature of Europe’s countryside. Specialisation
and sharp division between forest and agricultural land leads to the disappearance of fuzzy,
transitional (ecotonal) zones - the most favourable habitats for oak recruitment. Inside forest areas,
strict silvicultural regulations (such as immediate re-stocking of gaps, ban on livestock grazing) entirely
disrespect intrinsic oak life strategy and in most cases make their natural recruitment impossible.
Outside forest areas, contemporary agriculture, involving highly productive meadows supporting
intensive animal production, keeps grasslands free of woody vegetation. Ironically, in the Natura 2000
sites, where there is no economic justification for intensive grass production, the same effect of treeless grasslands is often reached through EU agri-environmental measures.
The study was financed by the National Science Centre, Poland, following the decision DEC2013/11/B/NZ9/00793 and the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, grant NN3092955.
************************************************************************************
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Ancient Wood Pasture Origins and Continuity – Examples from Across
Europe
Jill Butler,
Ancient tree, wood pasture and parkland specialist, Woodland Trust
jillbutler@woodlandtrust.org.uk

The UK definition of priority wood pasture is provided by JNCC: Wood-pasture and parkland are mosaic
habitats valued for their individual trees, especially veteran and ancient trees, and the plants and
animals that they support. Key elements of the habitat include open grown trees, some of which may
be of great size and age, and benefit from the openness of the landscape created and maintained by
grazing by large herbivores. Many sites are also important historic landscapes.
The UK is now almost unique in Europe in having wood pastures which are extremely rich in ancient
trees derived from hunting grounds dating back to at least Anglo Saxon times such as Sherwood Forest
(Scirwudu), Wychwood Forest (Hwiccawudu), Windsor Forest (Ciltern), New Forest (Ytene). There are
examples from Scandinavia such as Jaegersborg Dyrhave in Denmark and the Stockholm Djurgården,
however across much of central and southern Europe these playgrounds of the kings and queens of
Europe have either been lost or modified greatly by agriculture or forestry. Single ancient oaks in the
great forests of France at Fontainebleau or Troncais are icons of their wood pasture past but with their
demise the historic baseline shifts to ever darker, closed canopy, wood production structure. Even in
Bialowieza in Poland the ancient oaks are outside the Strict Reserve and the granny pines in the
minimum intervention area cannot be regenerated.
As the ancient Anglo Saxon forests, later Norman forests, shrank the best areas of deer laund or lawn
which became isolated, were emparked and represent some of the most historic and special medieval
deer parks in Europe. This includes places such as Blenheim Palace, Parham Park, Duncombe Park.
The other major origin of ancient wood pastures with continuity of veteran and ancient trees into the
past, is through commons and commoning. The ancient trees in these are invariably pollards –
different species pruned or trained in different ways for greatest productivity of the produce required
whether fodder, fuel, fruits and flowers, timber for houses or ships, rope or baskets.
The Iberian peninsula is spectacular for some of the most extensive of these and for its diversity of
their principal ancient trees such as cork oak, holm oak, pedunculated oak, Quercus faginea, sweet
chestnut, beech and ash. Another remarkable area is in Transylvania in Romania where the commons
are just about continuing to function as they may have done for thousands of years. By comparison the
UK examples are often small eg Burnham Beeches (ancient beech), Hatch Park (Kent, hornbeam),
Bredon Hill (ash) and are now a challenge to manage due to the age and structure of the ancient trees
and difficulties of maintaining good grazing. Although in the Lake District there are more extensive
wood pastures with ash, sadly threatened by ash dieback disease.
Scotland, of course, has considerable remnants of open grown Scots pine wood pasture however the
challenge is to regenerate them so as to create a significant proportion of future open grown trees.
Excluding stock does allow regeneration but often too much, too close together and the product
resembles plantation rather than wood pasture. There are amazing wood pastures of Scots pine in
other parts of Europe such as the Margaride in the Massif Central, France or the very dry limestone
mountains near Cuenca in Spain. Wood pastures may also comprise other species of conifer such as
Norway spruce or even the rare Abies pinsapo on the northern slopes of the Sierra de la Nieve near
Malaga on the Mediterranean coast.
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Every species of tree and its ecological requirement across a spectrum of light to shade appears to
create its own special type of ancient wood pasture. Every ancient wood pasture or parkland is of
great importance for understanding the history of European people but is also of very high biodiversity
value. However, many are extremely vulnerable unless we can raise awareness of their significance
and find contemporary ways to continue their management and especially provide continuity of the
ancient trees now and into the future.
************************************************************************************

Epping Forest: 30 years of Wood-pasture Restoration
Jeremy Dagley
Head of Consevation, Epping Forest, City of London
jeremy.dagley@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Epping Forest was amongst a handful of sites in the UK where active pollarding began again in the
1980s. Attempts to re-pollard veteran oak and beech soon hit problems, but a Hornbeam pollarding
cycle was restored at Epping Forest by 1989 and continues to this day. In total 1,258 veteran
Hornbeams have been re-pollarded and 533 of these have been lopped twice in the last 3 decades.
Meanwhile the situation with ancient oak and beech pollards needed a different approach and it
wasn’t until 2002 that work began again on these species. In parallel with the first attempts at crown
restoration of these ancient trees, a programme of monitoring and some experimental work were
started. Working closely with colleagues at Burnham Beeches and in Spain, and with the financial
support of the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), over the next decade carefully selected groups of ancient
oaks and beech were targeted for management across the Forest. By 2014, 1,063 of these trees had
been re-cut. The impacts of this work are now under review to allow tree management plans to be
drawn up and costed for the next decade.
Alongside the work on individual trees, and underscoring their conservation, has been a drive over the
last 30 years to restore the wood-pasture habitats and the landscape of the Forest and reintegrate the
heaths and grasslands into a more open wooded mosaic. The early impacts of this work on saproxylic
insects provided importance evidence for its effectiveness and, over the last ten years, an
Environmental Stewardship Scheme grant has enabled the work to be accelerated across 390 hectares.
Central to this habitat restoration work was preventing the complete loss of grazing in the Forest. Both
“mad-cow disease” in 1996 and then the foot-and-mouth outbreak of 2000/2001 posed considerable
threats to its future and ended active commoning. Despite this, and the issue of increasing traffic along
Forest roads, a different approach to grazing was established. New invisible fencing technology was
pioneered and adapted to allow grazing in the open public access environment. Grazing management
has now been restored over a significant acreage, and in 2018 there are two large areas of woodpasture, 80 and 120 hectares respectively, being grazed within the bounds of a large invisible fencing
network.
The challenge now is to maintain this momentum against a backdrop of political uncertainty in
conservation funding, coupled with both the impacts of climate chaos and tree diseases. Epping Forest
must also play its part as an exemplar site for wood-pasture by increasing the appreciation of the
importance of this habitat in the UK.
************************************************************************************
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The Birds of Wood Pasture: Case Studies in High Species Richness and
Abundance
Mark J. Eddowes
mark@eddowesaviationsafety.com

Wood, or meadow pasture is an important environmental resource for UK birds. Its varied habitats are
home to a considerable number of species occurring at high levels of abundance. This importance is
demonstrated by case studies of species richness at illustrative sites in Derbyshire and south-west
Scotland.
Killiemore and Glassoch are two cattle & sheep grazed organic farms in Wigtownshire with substantial
areas of mixed scrub and mature open wood pasture, and feature some notable oak, ash and beech
specimens, plus interesting areas of ancient hazel and Victorian plantation. These complementary
examples of lowland and upland sites host different but overlapping suites of bird species, including a
range of raptors, apparently tuned to the different local climates.
Horse Dale, in the White Peak of Derbyshire, is a similar mosaic of small fields bordered by ancient
hawthorns and occasional large ash and sycamore trees, complemented by open mixed woodland
featuring, additionally, elder and occasional blackthorn thickets. Open fields of bluebell and wood
anemone in spring testify to the former wider presence of wooded habitat.
These three locations are home to a wide range of UK resident and migrant breeding species,
encountered at higher densities in comparison with other areas. Over-wintering birds benefit from the
many fruit-bearing trees present, and the wood pasture provides sheltered ground foraging when
surrounding fields are snow covered.
The high conservation value of wood pasture will be considered, making reference to the richness and
abundance of the flora evidenced at these example sites, and the conservation status of the avian
species present, as measured against the Birds of Conservation Concern, red and amber-list criteria.
Specific consideration will be given to the value for declining long-distance migrants found at these
unusual northern and upland sites, taking account of the apparent climate change-related range shift
displayed by many of these species in recent years.
************************************************************************************

Ancient Oaks in the English Landscape
Aljos Farjon,
Honorary Research Associate, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
A.Farjon@kew.org

England has more ancient native oak trees than any other country in Europe. If we take the largest
oaks, with a girth of >9.00 m, my investigations show there are 115 of those in England but only 98 in
ALL other European countries combined, also counting those in Scotland and Wales. The two oaks
concerned, Quercus petraea and Q. robur, occur all over Europe and even beyond and are among the
commonest trees in the lowlands and hills. So why has England so many of these spectacular ancient
trees, dating back to the Middle Ages? That is the question my research is addressing. It is a
complicated story, but I can already lift some of the mystery from it. It has to do with hunting deer in
forests and parks and with private landownership. It has to do with a reluctance to engage in
7
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plantation forestry on a large scale. These oaks are the most important single spot locations for
biodiversity in England and must be better protected than they are. I hope to address this, too in my
talk, illustrated with spectacular images of these trees.
************************************************************************************

The Archaeology of the Sherwood Forest National Nature Reserve, and the
Historic Hunting Landscape of King John's Palace
Andy Gaunt
Mercian Archaeological Services Ltd
andy@mercian-as.co.uk

The ancient woodlands of Birklands and Bilhaugh, and the ancient heathland of Budby South Forest,
together form the Sherwood Forest National Nature Reserve. This talk will combine results from recent
and ongoing archaeological surveys, including walkover survey, topographic survey, airborne LiDAR
and excavations to show what we know of the historic landscape of the world famous Forest. The talk
will also show how recent archaeological research at King John's Palace has helped to uncover a
medieval royal hunting lodge that grew to become a sprawling palatial complex at the heart of
medieval Sherwood Forest, surrounded by a designed and stage managed romantic parkland
landscape.
************************************************************************************

Wild Woods of the Past
Derek Gow
derekjgow@aol.com

The activities of large mammals along with natural forces are now well recognised from an ecological
perspective as the primary drivers of habitats worldwide. From a British perspective their existence has
been overlooked in recorded history with the few references to them in contemporary literature, their
odd skeletons or other incidental remains being recorded as pretty much mere novelties. Although
prehistoric evidence tells a different tale they are now so long gone in our collective understanding
that even whispers of the last that lingered into recorded times have become forgotten ghosts. In our
understanding their place has been taken by a combination of historic absurdities – the hunting parks
and the deer they contained – ancient religious zealotry that continues to fuel destruction to this day –
and the manipulative trappings of lost imperial power and empire. This presentation will look at the
former lost large mammals, their ecological roles, what we know of them in archaeological and
prehistoric terms, the kind of landscapes they must once have dominated and what is known of their
ends.
***********************************************************************************

Browsing as a Tool for Managing Habitats in Nature Conservation and its
Implications for Livestock Health
Bill Grayson,
Morecambe Bay Conservation Grazing Co.
billgrayson@phonecoop.coop

Browsing describes the ingestive behaviour of livestock when they selectively consume certain plants,
usually the taller and woodier components, from amongst a variety of species and vegetation types. It
8
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is especially significant where grazing animals are employed to assist in managing sites where the
conservation interest is being adversely affected by vegetation succession.
The presentation describes the system with which cattle grazing has been restored on numerous areas
of land within the Morecambe Bay Limestones Natural Character Area that had ceased being farmed
over the course of the twentieth century. It explains how the restoration of grazing has contributed to
conserving some complex mosaics of limestone habitat.
Observations are made about the feeding behaviours that these cattle display. The impacts they have
had on the plant communities are also described, together with the nutritional implications that such a
‘woody’ diet has in terms of livestock health and productivity. Such evidence will be particularly useful
in improving site managers’ insights concerning the browsing abilities of the livestock that they are
using, something that should carry benefits for the delivery of both conservation objectives and animal
welfare.
***********************************************************************************

European Wood Pastures
Ted Green MBE,
Founder President of the Ancient Tree Forum
edwardgreen629@btinternet.com

Wood pasture is perhaps one of the least modified communities by humans. A proven sustainable
system, it has provided often unique, continuous biological communities visible and invisible above
and below ground, since the dawn of humankind.
************************************************************************************

Historical Wood-pasture in England and Wales and its Subsequent Fate
Della Hooke,
University of Birmingahm
Della.Hooke@blueyonder.co.uk

Playing an essential role in the agricultural economy of early medieval England and Wales, and
probably also earlier, wood-pasture regions offered resources which were complementary to those of
more fertile crop-growing area, often used seasonally for the pasture of domestic stock. In England,
patterns of drove-ways linking the two types of region can often be traced, but the system was to be
disrupted towards the end of the period by the fragmentation of territories with the establishment of
estates, townships and parishes within former folk regions and the spread of permanent settlement. In
Wales, too, early transhumance routes within the Welsh commotes were also quite long at first but
shorter once townships and parishes had been carved out. Here new farmsteads were also established
in medieval times which likewise had their own system of seasonal pasture. In England, Norman
forests had continued to protect areas of woodland, continuing to permit seasonal pasturing of stock
in order to maintain the open canopy which facilitated hunting. However the boundaries of the forests
here were pushed back under baronial pressure and increasing development within marginal zones
was to be encouraged by manorial lords. However, the creation of medieval parks, often around the
fringes of the forests, helped wood-pasture to survive, if in more isolated patches.
A sea-change in farming in the later medieval period after poor harvests and plague led to a surge in
stock rearing in both marginal and primary agricultural areas. Cattle and sheep rearing had become
9
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more economically rewarding. In marginal zones, both in lowland and upland areas, wood-pasture was
to become severely eroded, surviving in lowland England mostly on the manorial commons.
Eventually, having become largely open grassland under population pressure, these were to be
enclosed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By this time wood-pasture only survived to any
appreciable degree in certain former forests such as the New Forest, in some of the landscape parks
that had become popular after the late seventeenth century and on the lower slopes of upland fells.
Woodland management had also taken its toll with increased coppicing for industrial purposes and
later the exclusion of stock from woods kept to rear game-birds for shooting.
Pressure for the country to become more self-sufficient after two World Wars led first to the creation
of the Forestry Commission in 1919 and the replacement of much native deciduous woodland and
heath by short-term conifer plantations, and to the loss of hundreds of miles of ancient hedgerows in
the mid-twentieth century, leading to a severe loss of tree growth. Although landscape protection
bodies such as the National Trust (1895) had come into existence by the end of the nineteenth
century, it has been the growing recognition by ecologists of the habitat value of many traditional
landscapes, including those of wood-pasture, that has been particularly influential, encouraging the
establishment of government bodies such as the Nature Conservancy Council (1949) (later English
Nature, then Natural England), including the newly formed WPPN - the UK Wood Pasture and Parkland
Network - , and of private bodies such as the Woodland Trust (1972), further affecting government
farming policy through schemes such as Countryside Stewardship and now the Farm Environment
Scheme. A case study of a present-day wood-pasture area will be presented.
***********************************************************************************

Turkey's Hot Spots for Saproxylic Beetles Living in Old Hollow Oaks
Nicklas JANSSON1*, Mustafa AVCI2, Mustafa COSKUN3, Tamer KAYIS3, Tuba ÖNCÜL ABACIGIL4, Sakin
Vural VARLI5
1

IFM, Division of Ecology, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden. E-mail: nicja@ifm.liu.se
Forest Faculty, Suleyman Demirel University, Isparta, Turkey. 3Department of Biology, Adiyaman University,
Adiyaman, Turkey. 4Department of Olive and Olive Processing Technology, Vocational High School of Edremit,
University of Balikesir, Edremit, Balikesir Turkey. 5Department of Biology, Faculty of Arts and Science, University
of Balikesir, Balikesir, Turkey.
2

The saproxylic beetle fauna of old oaks (Quercus spp) is known to be very rich. The fauna is now
threatened all over Europe and in neighbouring countries, such as Turkey. This is owing to the decline
in suitable trees from lack of traditional management and habitat conversion.
Turkey is a country known to have a rich flora and fauna. With 9,300 plants and 380 butterflies, no
other country in Europe can compete. For saproxylic species, the 18 different species of Quercus
provide great habitat diversity. Until recently the level of knowledge about the wood decay insects
living on these oaks has been very poor. However, a project which has been running since 2005, has
started to describe the saproxylic fauna of old oak trees in Turkey.
Eleven stands with old hollow, pollard oaks, located in the western and southern parts of the country,
have been studied so far. The saproxylic beetles were caught with traps placed on 10 trees per stand
during one season. Similar studies have also been made, in parallel, in nine other countries.
This presentation focuses on 12 saproxylic beetle families. By comparison with other countries, the
total species richness per stand was in most cases higher in Turkey. Only 10 % of the species caught
with window traps were common to Turkey and the other countries in Western Europe. Many of the
beetle species found in Turkey were recorded for the first time and so far 36 species have been
10
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identified as new to science. Of the species found in Turkey, there are 10 species that are very rare and
threatened in Europe and are on the European Red List. Of these, two species are also on the Natura
2000 Species and Habitats Directive Annexes.
Unfortunately the forest authorities in Turkey have no knowledge or understanding of the unique
values of old oaks. As a result, there is continued, systematic conversion of oak pastures and areas
with old pollard oak trees to plantations of pine and cedar.
***********************************************************************************

The wood pasture tradition in South Yorkshire: an historical perspective
Melvyn Jones,
Sheffield Hallam University
m.jones570@btinternet.com

Wood pastures were common features of the South Yorkshire landscape in the medieval period and
beyond in the form of deer parks, chases and wooded commons. In the deer parks tenants were
sometimes allowed to graze their sheep and cattle alongside the owner’s deer and in the autumn
pannage season pigs were allowed to feed on the acorns of the parkland ancient and veteran oaks. On
the wooded or partly wooded commons not only were the lord of the manor’s animals grazed
alongside his tenants’ beasts, under the watchful eye of a manorial pasture master, but underwood,
pollard branches and timber were also harvested. These were allocated to tenants with the permission
of the lord of the manor, this permission being known as the right of estovers with separate rights
called botes (e.g. ploughbote for making ploughs, firebote for firewood and housebote for timber for
constructing buildings). As populations grew and settlements and therefore woodland clearance
increased, wood pastures were privatised and enclosed and sources of wood and timber became
scarcer. Wood pastures were therefore replaced by a more intensive type of woodland management
and production, coppicing, in South Yorkshire almost exclusively coppice-with-standards. But animals
were allowed to graze under very strict supervision in well-grown coppice woods. This was known as
agistment or gyst or gist. Most wood pastures in South Yorkshire have now disappeared but there are
still two deer parks that contain deer, Loxley and Wadsley commons still survive, a large part of
Wharncliffe Chase also still survives as an agricultural area as does Hatfield Chase which still contains
protected areas of scrub woods. And a large number of South Yorkshire’s former coppice woods are
still very much part of the landscape.
***********************************************************************************

Dead Wood and New Life: Two Artists’ Perspectives on an Ancient Wood
Pasture (art work)
Tansy Lee Moir, Anne Gilchrist
mail@tansyleemoir.co.uk
Artists Tansy Lee Moir and Anne Gilchrist have been working amongst Dalkeith’s ancient oak wood for
many years. Through their drawings, paintings and photographs they have been investigating the
variety of forms the trees take, from the fresh young leaves to the decaying dead wood which is a
feature of this historic landscape.
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http://www.annegilchrist.co.uk/drawings
https://www.tansyleemoir.co.uk/

***********************************************************************************

Transylvanian Wood-pastures: Traditional vs Present Management – The
Challenge for Continuity
Kinga Öllerer
Institute of Biology, Romanian Academy. Spl. Independenței 296, 060031 Bucharest, Romania
Centre for Ecological Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Alkotmány str. 2–4, 2163 Vácrátót, Hungary
kinga.ollerer@gmail.com

Wood‐pastures are among the oldest traditional management systems, being nowadays increasingly
valued for their characteristic biodiversity and as living documents of land-use and cultural history.
Much less acknowledged than those from Central and Western Europe, large wood-pastures are found
also in Romania, being relatively common especially in the historical region of Transylvania, but
threatened by modifications of the traditional management regime.
Using various historical documents and experience in the field, the presentation will give an overview
of the traditional and the current management systems applied in wood-pastures, focusing on
Southern Transylvania. The aim is to show the strict rule system the local communities used to have
and to discuss how different conservation and agri-environmental measures help or hinder the
maintenance and the future of this management system. The grassland between the open scatter of
trees was traditionally grazed mainly by cattle and pigs, sheep and especially goats being subject to
restrictions. Regular mowing was also practiced. As a result of changes in the governance systems and
in their management – sheep gradually became the main grazers during the last century, the extension
of the grazing period, and the switch from mowing to burning – these wood-pastures are facing new
threats. The outcomes are noticeable as changes in the vegetation, weak regeneration, the loss of
veteran trees and the multitude of species associated with them.
Changes in the traditional management in this particular region are partly due to a disrupted social
structure, following the mass emigration of the Transylvanian Saxons, after WWII and during the last
years of the communist regime. Therefore, the presentation will also argue for the importance of
mediated knowledge-transfer, thus showing the need for an adequate policy framework addressing
both the social and ecological dimensions of wood-pastures. This would foster embedding the key
elements of the traditional knowledge system that created the wood-pastures into the conservation
practice.
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************************************************************************************

A UK Wood-pasture Network (presentation including video)
Suzanne Perry1, Megan Gimber2 and Jeremy Dagley3
1

Natural England, 2PTES, 3City of London Corporation
Suzanne.Perry@naturalengland.org.uk

Unlike other habitats such as ancient woodlands and meadows, there isn’t the public recognition of
wood pastures and parklands, and the vital contribution to sustaining our wildlife they provide. Our
conservation task is a greater challenge as a result.
The Wood Pasture and Parkland Network was born out of an earlier incarnation as a Technical
Advisory Group, within the UK Biodiversity Action Planning process, The Wood Pasture and Parkland
Network (WPPN) aims to become a new national network of organisations working together to
promote the value of wood pasture and parkland habitat and its conservation/management. The
WPPN aims to shine a spotlight on this overlooked part of our landscape and to reach a wider
audience. In England, an upcoming review of the Ancient Woodland Inventory may provide an
opportunity to raise the habitat’s profile.
To initiate this, the WPPN has produced a series of five short, accessible and informative videos
(funded by The Woodland Trust) to raise awareness of this ecologically rich yet overlooked habitat.
The videos, available online via www.ptes.org/wppn, introduce the ecological, historical and cultural
aspects of wood pasture and parkland, and describe management advice for landowners to help
maintain their key features.
Views and ideas about how to communicate, more clearly and to a wider audience, the significance of
the UK’s wood-pasture habitats will be sought from the conference during this presentation.
************************************************************************************

Remnant or emergent? - Investigations Into the History of Tree Cover on
Thorpe Pastures, Derbyshire (poster)
Anthony Robinson,
jaeger51@icloud.com

Thorpe Pastures is a 76ha common that forms part of the Dovedale National Nature Reserve in the
Peak District. A small corner (4ha) of the common is covered in scattered mature ash within a matrix of
open scrub, predominantly hawthorn.
Initial investigations into the history of this area included the examination of old photographs,
guidebooks, large-scale OS maps, and agricultural census returns. The study included a field survey of
the trees and shrubs, a few of which were sampled for tree-ring dating.
Trees and scrub are present in the earliest photographs, from the 1880s, and the limited tree-ring data
shows hawthorn from 1868 and ash from 1841. The area covered by trees and scrub has remained
little changed since 1898, but a gradual opening up of the canopy is apparent. Although the number of
livestock in the parish declined between the 1880s and 1960s, the current level of grazing on the
common appears to be preventing the recruitment of trees and shrubs, although 19 small hawthorns
were found to be heavily browsed, with a ‘bonsai’ form. The ash have gradually been collapsing.
Windthrow may account for the opening up of the canopy; a third of windblown hawthorn were dead.
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However, 22% of the hawthorn were of a ‘phoenix’ form, and often apparently old. Only one of these
was dead, suggesting that those that survive windthrow may go on to be long-lived.
The scattered trees and shrubs on Thorpe Pastures could be interpreted as being ‘retrogressive’ from
woodland, or as a ‘shadow wood’. However, from the evidence examined so far, its origins appear to
be as hawthorn scrub with intermixed ash. Rather than being the remnant of an earlier wood this
could be an emerging wood pasture in miniature; composed predominantly of hawthorn.
***********************************************************************************

Small disturbed woodlands and relict tree populations
Helen Shaw,
Dept. Geography, National University of Ireland, Maynooth
Helen.Shaw@mu.ie

To follow
***********************************************************************************

Dick Potts
Adam Smith, Nicholas Aebischer and Andrew Gilruth
Game and Wildlife Conservancy Trust (Scotland)
asmith@gwct.org.uk

Dr Dick Potts, Director General of the Game Conservancy Trust, passed away in March 2018. We
present an assessment of his contribution to conservation ecology. Dick Potts was best known for his
work on the ecology and conservation of grey partridges, a species with a positive disinclination to use
wood pastures. But his 'three-legged' stool, the foundation of partridge conservation and recovery
may be seen as a wider legacy for farmers, game managers, conservationists and scientists. His work
on farmland ecosystems was ground breaking and controversial because it focussed on conservation
value from land that was not pristine or 'protected from the hand of man'. Dick Potts was concerned
with how land management affected the survival of farmland, woodland and moorland birds and
mammals, well before many others appreciated the conservation value of such habitats. Crucially he
appreciated that practitioners were under pressure to produce a particular range of goods through
their management, but it was land management skills, especially game conservation, that could be
harnessed to produce public goods such as thriving wildlife. His innovative thinking particularly revised
our ecological perception of the effects of generalist predators on wildlife. The work he began has had
a role in the development of sustainable intensification approaches to the production of food, fuel and
fibre, and provided ideas that underpin the collaborative delivery of natural capital.
***********************************************************************************

The Oak Pollards of Sherwood Forest and their Management
Luke Steer,
Treescapes Consultancy
luke.steer@treescapesconsultancy.co.uk

In this presentation I will explore potential explanations for the existence of the ‘Sherwood Oaks’
growing in Birklands. The questions that I will discuss are:
 Wood-pasture or closed canopy woodland?
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Are they pollards, shreds or naturally truncated?

What factors led to the form of the Sherwood Oaks: are they pollards or were they shredded – or
shredded and then pollarded? Did they lose their crowns in an ice-storm, was it due to the lowering of
the water table by mining, a volcano or did people chop their tops off?
To provide answers to these questions I will take account of soil type and properties, tree physiology
and how trees react to disturbances, and, finally, wood mould habitat, its creation and natural
degradation.
***********************************************************************************

Ancient Woodland Indicator Communities in Ancient Replanted Woodland:
a Shadow Plant Community? (poster)
Kelly Swallow1, M. Wood2 and A. Goodenough2
1

Royal Agricultural University; 2University of Gloucestershire
kelly.swallow@rau.ac.uk

This study aims to determine if the Ancient Woodland Indicator (AWI) community of Ancient
Replanted Woodland (ARW) differs from that of Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW), and the
extent to which any difference is driven by continuity versus environmental variables. Since ASNW and
ARW were accorded equal protected status under the National Planning Policy Framework in 2014, a
small but increasing number of studies have compared ASNW and ARW vegetation composition. AWI
species richness is widely employed to determine the ancient status and biodiversity value of
woodlands, and increasingly to measure the progress of restored sites towards ASNW vegetation.
Thirty woodland sites (ASNW n=15, ARW n=15) were surveyed for shrub and herb layer vascular AWI
species presence within five Strategic Nature Areas in South-West England. All sites classified as NVC
W8. Mean alpha AWI richness was significantly higher in ASNW and ARW for both shrub layer and herb
layer AWI species. However, there was no significant difference in gamma diversity of species presence
across all ASNW and ARW sites. Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling showed significant differences in
beta community composition between the two woodland types, for both shrub+herb, and herb layer
only AWI communities. Generalised linear models showed that a woodland’s continuity status (ASNW
or ARW) was the strongest significant predictor of AWI richness (shrub and herb separately) compared
to biogeographical, soil, and canopy variables. Finally, Fisher’s exact tests showed three species to be
more significantly more frequently occurring in ASNW than ARW: Ilex aquifolium; Paris quadrifolia; and
Viola reichenbachiana.
In summary, ARW status is linked to a loss in alpha scale AWI richness and a change in beta community
composition compared to ASNW. Lower AWI shrub species richness is likely to be explained by
management of competing woody species in plantations. Reduced continuity or increased disturbance
may account for loss of some herb layer AWI species, such as Paris quadrifolia. However, gamma
diversity results suggest that ARW can support an equal richness of AWI species at the landscape scale,
which promises well for restoration and connectivity projects.
***********************************************************************************
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Sutton Park: a 1000ha Relict Medieval Landscape in Midland England
Ian Trueman and Mike Hodder,
Friends of Sutton Park Association
I.C.Trueman@wlv.ac.uk

Sutton Park is located just 6 miles north-east of Birmingham city centre and within the West Midlands
conurbation. Its 1000ha extent corresponds closely to that of a deer park which was established by
1126 and existed until 1528, when it was given to the people of Sutton Coldfield for use as grazing land
and woodland. Water-powered industries were subsequently established, and the Park has also been
used for military training, but since the nineteenth century recreation has been its predominant use. It
is now owned by Birmingham City Council and managed as a public park.
Much of Sutton Park is a plateau broken by valleys and dry valleys, often steep-sided. The Park lies
mainly on sandy pebbly drift deposits, on which the soils are shallow podzols and brown earths, gleyed
in wetter areas. The main components of the present vegetation are acid grassland in the east,
woodland (dominated by holly and oak) in the centre, dry heathland in the west and wetland
communities on peat along stream valleys, particularly in the south-west.
Most of the ancient woodland was enclosed in separate “hayes” in the sixteenth century and managed
as coppice. The exception was Gum Slade, which retains some former pollarded oaks, a remnant of
wood pasture within the medieval deer park. Archaeological evidence suggests that prior to the
creation of the deer park the area had a long history of use by surrounding settlements as grazing land.
Well-preserved earthwork boundaries of successive subdivisions of the medieval deer park, creating
enclosures to facilitate hunting, show that the extent and shape of the woodland later enclosed as
coppice, and surviving today, was determined by these boundaries. The dominance of holly probably
results from its deliberate management as winter fodder for deer.
The national importance of the ecology, archaeology and historic landscape of Sutton Park is
recognised by the designation of the whole of the Park as a SSSI and a NNR and its inclusion in the
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens, and most of the Park is a Scheduled Monument. The Park is
currently managed in accordance with a NNR Management Plan and a Partnership Agreement
between Birmingham City Council, Historic England and Natural England. Current management
regimes include year-round grazing by Exmoor Ponies, seasonal cattle grazing, heathland management
by flailing, and forestry works.
Current archaeological work continues earthwork surveys begun in the 1970s, subsequent small scale
excavation and a lidar survey, and it includes inspection and recording in response to forestry works.
The flora, systematically described by James Bagnall in 1876 and R.C. Readett in 1971 is currently being
re-surveyed. Its heaths form a southerly extension of the Staffordshire heathlands and its mires an
isolated and remarkably rich botanical link between western and eastern Britain.
The present paper explores some aspects of the relationship between the history and ecology of the
park.
***********************************************************************************
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Saproxylic Coleoptera of Attingham Park (National Trust) and the Wider,
Farmed Landscape (poster)
Caroline R. Uff1 and Andy P. Foster
1

National Trust and 2Consultant Entomologist
Caroline.Uff@nationaltrust.org.uk and andyfoster.entomology@gmail.com

The Attingham Estate (National Trust) in Shropshire covers over 1500 hectares and includes an
extensive park and several farms. The main ecological value of the site lies in the ancient trees and
associated decaying timber, which supports many scarce and endangered invertebrates.
The historic park at Attingham has been well studied and recognised for its saproxylic species through
its designation in 2000 as a SSSI. However, a recent study by Foster (2017) focused not on the park, but
on the nearby farms, out-with the park boundary. The farms use mixed farming systems and mature
and veteran trees are present, but at a very much lower density than in the Park. Despite this, 95
saproxylic beetle species were recorded from the farmland trees, including 21 with national
conservation status.
It had been assumed that the parkland was the key area for saproxylic beetles, but Foster’s survey
revealed that the farmland trees held a fauna that was just as significant. This is surprising given that
the trees are far more scattered and situated in a farmed landscape, rather than the classic parkland
usually associated with prime sites. Taken separately, the park and the nearby farmland both qualify as
sites of national importance in their own right with IEC scores >25.
The potential of the wider farmed landscape around UK parklands to support saproxylic invertebrates
needs to be recognised, and wider estates should be considered as continuous tree-scapes and
managed appropriately. To look after the health of farmland trees and associated invertebrates,
damaging activities should be avoided such as compaction of tree roots by machinery, poaching due to
excessive stock numbers, and ploughing or spraying too close to trees within arable fields. Where safe,
standing and fallen deadwood should also be retained in situ. Early flowering shrubs such as hawthorn
should be encouraged as the flowers are used as a food source by many adult beetle species. Many of
these recommendations are already being practiced in the wider Attingham Estate. This, together with
recent conversions of some arable field to permanent pasture and one farm being managed
organically will benefit the important invertebrate community present.
***********************************************************************************

Conserving Black Grouse in Northern England
Philip Warren,
Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust

pwarren@gwct.org.uk

In England, black grouse were once widespread, but are now restricted to the North Pennines, where
in 1998, 773 males remained. Due to their recent declines they have been red-listed as a species of
high conservation concern and were a ‘Priority species’ of the UK government’s Biodiversity Action
Plan with its own Species Action Plan (SAP) to restore both numbers and range. Research has identified
that in this region population recovery is limited by low breeding productivity and maintained by high
rates of adult survival. Breeding productivity is limited by clutch predation by stoats and brood
survival. Therefore, to increase numbers, management actions to reduce clutch predation rates and
increase the availability of sawfly larvae, a key chick prey are required. Survival rates were severely
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affected by the severe winter of 2009/10 with prolonged snow, with numbers declining by 38%. Low
survival was attributed to limited availability and proximity of woodland to provide emergency food,
cover and shelter.
To restore numbers, land managers have been encouraged to conduct a suite of conservation
measures, including reductions in grazing by sheep to improve moorland breeding habitats,
establishing patches of scrub woodland to provide food and cover in severe winters and refraining
from shooting until numbers recover. Since 1998, numbers increased to 1029 males in 2006, but with
no signs of range expansion. Subsequently, range was expanded to the south by translocating males
and then females beyond the existing range, resulting in new leks establishing, attraction of females
and successful breeding. Overall abundance increased to 1437 males in 2014 and range increased from
37 to 48 occupied 10km grid squares, with seven grid squares occupied through translocation.
However, successes to the south have been negated by range contraction on the northern fringe of
the range. This long-term conservation programme highlights the importance of research to identify
potentially limiting demographic stages gained through studies of population dynamics, when planning
black grouse recovery projects. Research into the population dynamics of black grouse allows the
targeting of scarce resources towards appropriate manipulations of key stages in the life cycle, and
thus should whenever possible be a precursor of any recovery programme.
***********************************************************************************

Deer Management and Wood Pasture
Peter Watson,
BASC
PeterWatsonbasc@gmail.com

Deer management and wood pasture have been inextricably linked for almost a thousand years. Our
current remnants of wood-pasture and parkland are descended from medieval deer parks, royal
hunting forests and chases and wooded commons. The habitat is the product of historic land
management systems, and represents a vegetation structure rather than being a particular plant
community. Wood-pasture can be the result of very long-term agro-forestry management including
wooded commons, and parkland is associated with stately homes and ‘designed’ landscapes.
These habitats occur throughout the UK, though more extensively in some areas than others. The
extent of the habitat varies from landscape scale (the New Forest, Epping Forest) to small discrete sites
comprising a few veteran trees. At present, there are no reliable statistics on the extent of the overall
resource, nor on historic or current rates of loss or degradation of this habitat.
Over the past twenty years there has been a growing realisation that high densities of deer are having
negative impacts on our ancient woodland and much of the Government intervention has been
targeted at reducing those negative impacts with the explicit aim of improving Woodland SSSI
condition. The Government focus on the improvement of native woodland SSSIs in the last 5 years has
looked to find models of collaborative deer management at a landscape scale. All of these areas
incorporate remnants of wood pasture but this has not been taken into account when setting the
objectives for the current programme. The author will argue that this is a reflection of the lack of
subtlety that characterises our current approach to deer management.
***********************************************************************************
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Capture/Recapture Study of Whinchat at Geltsdale
Stephen Westerberg,
RSPB
Stephen.Westerberg@rspb.org.uk

RSPB Geltsdale nature reserve is a large (5500ha) site in the Cumbrian/Northumberland North
Pennines, 20 miles west of Carlisle, comprised of two upland farms (one owned by the Weir Trust).
Grazing is predominantly with cattle. All the site is above 200m above sea level (asl) and two thirds of
the reserve is blanket bog above 400m asl. RSPB Geltsdale has almost 100 species of bird breeding
each year, including breeding black grouse, hen harrier, golden plover, lapwing, snipe, curlew,
redshank, short-eared owl, merlin, ring ouzel and whinchat. The site has a history of long-term
monitoring, using standard upland surveys since 1999. In 2004, 230 ha of the reserve was planted with
native trees with the intention of creating pasture woodland.
In the last decade the whinchat population at RSPB Geltsdale has been in the region of 70-80
territories. Two volunteers started a BTO Retrap Adult Survival (RAS) colour-ringing project with
whinchats in 2011. The aim of a RAS is to catch or re-sight at least 50 adult birds of a single species in a
study area during the breeding season. In the last eight years over 1100 Whinchats have been ringed
at Geltsdale of which just over 1000 have been nestlings. Return rates of adults is between 20% and
50%. The variation is linked to the success of the previous year’s breeding season, ie the effect of
weather and/or predation on productivity. Additional data has been gathered, including nesting
habitat and juvenile dispersal. Low levels of grazing are critical to provide the vegetation structure
suitable for nesting whinchat. The early stages of the woodland planting provided nesting habitat for
whinchat, but as areas of woodland matured this was no longer suitable. The presence/absence of
whinchat will be monitored when cattle are introduced to the plantations to create pasture woodland.
***********************************************************************************
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Field excursion – 4th Sept. 2018
The field excursion will be visiting part of the ancient Sherwood Forest area centred on King John’s
Palace at King’s Clipstone, Birklands and Edwinstowe. The day will look at the wider landscape; the
archaeology and history; the veteran trees and their management in a modern forest setting. It will
be an opportunity to discuss the themes of the conference – wood pastures past, present and future
– and how they have been influenced by changing local socio-economic factors over hundreds of
years.

Maps showing the location for the field excursion: above with NE Wood Pasture and Parkland
boundaries and below NE Ancient Woodland Inventory boundaries
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‘Getting the measure’ Ted Green and one of the Sherwood Oaks.
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